
3 Circle the correct answers.

Possessives

1. Ema is playing the piano. It belongs to her / hers brother.

2. My grandparents are old. The glasses are theirs / their.

3. Alice, are those your shoes? No, my / mine are blue.

4. The rabbit is playing with its / it’s bell.

5. The boy is opening a present from his / her parents.

6. These dogs are in their / them boxes.

7. John and his / her brother won’t attend the class today.

8. Shall we take our / ours backpacks to the beach?

9. The dog and its / it puppies go for a walk in the park.

10. Their / Them bike isn’t ready for the race. They need to

change the brakes.

11. These shoes are too big. They are not our / ours size.

12. Tony has a new bike. That’s a gift from his / him father.
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